Introduction
Most solid tumors (1, 2) and some hematologic malignancies (3) are characterized by an angiogenic phenotype that is an absolute requirement for tumor survival, progression, and metastasis (4, 5) . Therapeutic approaches targeting molecules involved in tumor angiogenesis can inhibit tumor growth. Proliferating endothelial cells in the vessels within solid tumors aberrantly express high levels of angiogenic growth factors, receptors (6) , and adhesion molecules (7) that are absent or barely detectable in established blood vessels, which are normally quiescent (5, 7) . Among these, VEGF and its receptors appear to be the dominant regulators of angiogenesis responsible for the vascularization of normal and neoplastic tissues (5, 8) . Overexpression of VEGF and its receptors is associated with tumor angiogenesis, survival, invasion, metastasis, recurrence, and prognosis in human cancers (6) . VEGF stimulates angiogenesis mainly through VEGFR-2 (also known as Flk1 in mice and KDR in humans), a tyrosine kinase receptor that is overexpressed in tumor endothelial cells and on some tumor cells (3, 9) . Pharmacologic approaches to inhibit VEGF, using monoclonal antibodies or small molecules, are of value in cancer treatment, though the cytostatic rather than cytotoxic nature of these interventions and the redundancy of angiogenic pathways have limited the curative potential of these treatments (2, (10) (11) (12) (13) .
Several immunotherapeutic approaches targeting VEGFR-2 on endothelial cells have been used to inhibit pathologic angiogenesis and tumor growth in animal models, which include neutralization of VEGFR-2 (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , immunization against VEGFR-2 (20-25), and coupling of VEGF to toxins to target and destroy VEGFR-2-expressing cells (26, 27) as well as disruption of VEGFR genes (28) (29) (30) . Results in murine models targeting VEGFR-2 have been modest, though few evaluations have been performed in humans. In a recent paper evaluating the administration of anti-VEGFR-2 antibody to patients with cancer, partial responses were seen in 4 out of 27 patients (31) .
Recent studies in experimental tumor models and humans demonstrated the effectiveness of adoptive cell therapy (ACT) in cancer treatment. Passive transfer of activated T cells targeting tumor antigens mediated the inhibition of large established tumors in mice (32) and objective cancer regression in 50%-70% of patients with metastatic melanoma (33) (34) (35) . Recently, the ability to genetically modify lymphocytes by transduction of genes encoding conventional or chimeric T cell receptors has opened new possibilities for the application of ACT in cancer treatment (36) (37) (38) .
An alternative to the use of conventional T cell receptors is the use of chimeric antigen receptors (CARs). These CARs are constructed by attaching the variable regions of an antibody as a single chain attached to T cell intracellular signaling chains to produce a molecule that when transduced into lymphocytes enables the cell to recognize targets based on the antigen recognition of the antibody. The availability of monoclonal antibodies against VEGFR-2 and the antitumor potency of ACT suggested that the transduction of a chimeric receptor recognizing VEGFR-2 into lymphocytes could produce self-replicating T cells capable of selectively destroying tumor vasculature.
In this study, we demonstrate that an ACT strategy, using a single dose of T cells engineered with a CAR comprising a single chain variable fragment (ScFv) antibody against mouse VEGFR-2 (the DC101 antibody, Imclone Systems Inc.) linked to intracellular mouse T cell signaling domains, results in potent tumor treatment in 5 different syngeneic mouse tumor models in 2 different mouse strains. Further, to translate our preclinical findings to the treatment of human cancer, we have generated retroviral vectors expressing CAR, using ScFv derived from a fully human antibody against human VEGFR-2 (KDR1121, Imclone Systems Inc.), and tested their functional competency in vitro. VEGFR-2 CAR-modified human T cells generated robust immune responses against VEGFR-2 protein as well as cultured primary human endothelial cells expressing VEGFR-2, sparing other normal cell types. Overall, our preclinical findings provide the rationale for the application of this vascular targeting ACT strategy to the treatment of human cancer.
origins were examined for cell surface expression of VEGFR-2 by flow cytometry, using 2 different rat anti-mouse VEGFR-2 antibodies, with similar results, as shown in Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 1A . The level of VEGFR-2 expression varied among the cell lines tested. While all transformed mouse endothelial cell lines (SVEC4-10EHR1, bEND.3, SVR, and MS1) showed high levels of VEGFR-2 expression, most of the cell lines showed either low (MC38, CT26, 4T1, and MCA205) or undetectable levels (MC17-51, B16-F10, RENCA, C4198, MB49, and NIH-3T3) of cell surface VEGFR-2 protein (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 1A) . Two of the VEGFR-2-negative cell lines, MB49 and NIH-3T3, were stably transduced with a lentiviral vector expressing VEGFR-2 (MB49-Flk1 and 3T3-Flk1) and were used as positive controls in subsequent in vitro T cell functional assays.
A representative experiment showing the MHC-nonrestricted IFN-γ secretion of mouse T cells engineered to express DC101-CAR is presented in Figure 2B . DC101-CAR-transduced T cells specifically released IFN-γ in response to most of the VEGFR-2-positive cell lines tested, and the amount of IFN-γ secretion correlated highly with the level of VEGFR-2 expressed on target cells ( Figure 2B , inset). Reactivity was restricted to T cells expressing DC101-CAR containing intact T cell signaling domains, and there were no significant differences in the performance of DC101-CAR, with or without 4-1BB signaling sequences in any of the in vitro functional assays tested. The specificity of the target antigen recognition was further confirmed by antibody blocking experiments. As shown in Supplemental Figure 1B , the anti-VEGFR-2 antibody DC101 blocked the recognition of DC101-CAR-transduced T cells against VEGFR-2 + endothelial bEND.3 and MB49-Flk-1 tumor cell lines, while no blocking was observed either with an anti-mouse VEGFR-1 or isotype control antibodies.
Consistent with these results, in cytotoxicity assays, the DC101-CAR-modified T cells specifically lysed the VEGFR-2-positive target cells but not the VEGFR-2-negative cell types. Whereas, the mock, empty vector, or SP6-CAR-transduced T cells were unable to lyse any of the target cells tested (Figure 3) .
Impact of DC101-CAR-engineered T cells on established tumors in syngeneic mice.
To determine the therapeutic efficacy of our tumor vasculature targeting strategy, DC101-CAR-transduced cells were used to treat syngeneic mice bearing established vascularized subcutaneous tumors. Unless otherwise noted, mice in all treatment groups received 2 daily doses of exogenous recombinant human IL-2 (rhIL-2) for 3 days, beginning with the first day of T cell therapy.
As shown in Figure 4A , T cells expressing the DC101-CAR were capable of mediating a significant growth inhibitory effect against several weakly immunogenic tumors, including B16-F10 (P = 0.009), MC38 (P = 0.009), MCA205 (P = 0.025), CT26 (P = 0.009), and RENCA (P = 0.008) tumors in syngeneic mice. Further, in vivo tumor treatment studies conducted in C57BL/6 mice bearing B16-F10 tumors revealed that a single dose of DC101 antibody ( Figure 4B ), or transfer of T cells expressing DC101 ScFv but lacking the intracellular T cell signaling molecules ( Figure  4C ), had no effect on controlling the tumor growth. In addition, mice treated with IL-2 alone (Figure 4 , A and B) or with T cells engineered with an irrelevant CAR (SP6-CAR) or an empty vector failed to induce tumor inhibition ( Figure 4C ). The treatment effect of DC101-CAR-transduced T cells against the B16-F10 melanoma was a direct function of the number of cells administered ( Figure 4D ). Delay in tumor growth was achieved with as few as 2 × 10 6 DC101-CAR-transduced T cells (P = 0.008).
In most of the tumor treatment studies with a single dose of 2 × 10 7 DC101-CAR-modified T cells, there was a rapid inhibition of tumor growth over a period of 2-3 weeks; during this remission period, the parental tumor became necrotic and fibrous, but tiny nodules of viable tumor reappeared at the periphery of the parental tumor and eventually regenerated in many mice. However, effective tumor treatment and tumor-free survival was achieved in mice bearing established B16-F10 or MCA205 tumors, treated with 3 sequential weekly doses of 5 × 10 6 DC101-CAR-transduced T cells and rhIL-2 ( Figure 5 ). Studies are underway to further improve the efficacy of this antiangiogenic cell therapy strategy to obtain complete tumor destruction or to limit the transition of the tumor to a quiescent or anergized state.
Impact of 4-1BB on antitumor activity and in vivo persistence of adoptively transferred DC101-CAR-transduced T cells. T cells transduced
with DC101-CAR vector, either containing (DC101-CD828BBZ) or lacking (DC101-CD28Z) the 4-1BB intracellular signaling sequences, performed equally well and were statistically indistinguishable (P = 0.1) in delaying the growth of established, bulky B16-F10 tumors ( Figure 6A ). While T cells transduced with either of the vectors evoked a moderate antitumor effect in the absence of exogenous IL-2, their tumor inhibitory effect was significantly enhanced by coadministration of rhIL-2 (P = 0.004 and P = 0.009, respectively; Figure 6A ).
To determine the impact of 4-1BB signaling on the long-term persistence of CAR-modified T cells in vivo, B16 tumors from 2 mice from each of the treatment groups that received DC101-CARengineered T cells and rhIL-2 (from experiment shown in Figure  6A ) were harvested at 30 days after T cell transfer and individually analyzed for the presence of DC101-CAR-expressing T cells by flow cytometry ( Figure 6B ). Mice treated with DC101-CD828BBZ CAR-engineered T cells had 4- to 5-fold more DC101-CAR-expressing CD3 + in the tumor than mice treated with T cells carrying
Figure 1
Construction and characterization of recombinant retroviral vectors expressing CARs targeted against mouse VEGFR-2. (A) Schematic representation of recombinant retroviral vectors encoding CARs used in this study. In the DC101-CD828BBZ CAR vector, the DC101 ScFv is made up of the VH and VL derived from a rat IgG against mouse VEGFR-2 joined by a 218 linker that is linked to the hinge and transmembrane regions of the mouse CD8α chain and mouse intracellular signaling sequences derived from CD28, 4-1BB, and CD3-z molecules. The DC101-CD828Z vector lacked the 4-1BB signaling domain. The DC101-CD8 construct lacked all the intracellular signaling sequences. The SP6-CD828BBZ construct was derived from SP6, a mouse monoclonal antibody raised against a hapten 2, 4, 6-trinitrophenyl (TNP) DC101-CD828Z CAR that lacked 4-1BB. These results suggest that 4-1BB influenced the persistence of adoptively transferred antigen-specific T cells at the tumor site. Thus, in subsequent experiments, we used the DC101-CD828BBZ vector.
Impact of host lymphodepletion on the therapeutic efficacy of adoptive therapy with DC101-CAR-transduced T cells. Depletion of host immune cells prior to adoptive cell transfer can enhance the antitumor efficacy of transferred antigen-specific T cells by eliminating immune suppressor cells as well as lymphocytes that compete with the transferred cells for homeostatic cytokines (39, 40) . Therefore, in all of the previous adoptive T cell therapy experiments, mice received 5 Gy total body irradiation (TBI) prior to cell transfer. Irradiation, however, could potentially adversely alter or damage tumor vasculature and/or skew the expression of the target antigen, VEGFR-2. Therefore, we tested the in vivo antitumor activity of DC101-CARengineered T cells in mice, with or without host lymphodepletion prior to adoptive T cell transfer ( Figure 6C ). Consistent with the findings from our previous experiments, the DC101-CAR-expressing T cells reproducibly generated an antitumor response in lymphodepleted mice compared with those engineered with SP6-CAR or empty vector (P = 0.009). The tumor inhibitory effect was statistically indistinguishable between the treatment groups that received DC101-CAR T cells, either in the presence or absence of host preconditioning with irradiation (P = 0.251).
DC101-CAR-transduced T cells efficiently traffic to tumor and specifically accumulate in tumor. Trafficking of effector T cells to the
tumor site is one of the important factors that can affect tumor treatment using adoptively transferred T cells. To determine the extent and kinetics of trafficking of DC101-CAR T cells to tumor, we harvested tumors and spleens from mice treated with either empty vector- or DC101-CAR-transduced Thy1.1 + T cells at various times after adoptive therapy and performed flow cytometric analysis. The percentage of infused T cells that specifically expressed Thy1.1 in the total population of single cell preparations of spleen and the lymphocyte-gated population of cells from tumor was determined. Representative FACS data ( Figure 7A ) and pooled data were obtained from 3 different mice from independent experiments ( Figure 7B ). By day 3, adoptively transferred T cells trafficked similarly to spleen and tumor irrespective of their genetic modification. However, at days 6 and 9, trafficking to the tumor was greater for the DC101-CAR-endowed T cells. These findings were confirmed by direct visualization of adoptively transferred Thy1.1 + T cells, after staining the tumor sections with Thy1.1 specific antibody. Consistent with these data, tumor samples taken on day 4 after cell transfer from mice treated with DC101-CAR-transduced Thy1.1 + T cells contained more Thy1.1 + T cells than those treated with empty vector-transduced cells ( Figure 7C ). At this time point, the tumor vessels contained DC101-CAR-transduced T cells in close association with endothelial cells in the tumor vessels ( Figure 7D ). Furthermore, tumor sections stained with the endothelial cell marker CD31 revealed a reduced number of vessels in the tumors of mice treated with DC101-CAR-transduced T cells compared with those treated with empty vector-transduced T cells ( Figure 7E ).
The enhanced trafficking and increase in numbers of DC101-CAR-transduced T cells in the tumor seem to be the consequence of in vivo target antigen engagement, rather than the result of any intrinsic differences in antigen-independent mechanisms, such as increased expression of chemokine receptors when comparing CAR-transduced and empty vector-transduced T cells. There were no differences between expression levels of chemokine receptors CCR7, CCR9, CXCR-3, and CXCR-4 as well as the homing molecule L-selectin (CD62L), which are known to be involved in the trafficking of T cells, when comparing T cells transduced with retroviral vectors expressing DC101-CD828BBZ, DC101-CD828Z, SP6-CD828BBZ, or no transgene (Supplemental Figure 3) .
Toxicity resulting from the administration of CAR expressing VEGFR-2. In all of our tumor treatment studies, performed in a total of 135 mice C57BL/6 mice bearing established subcutaneous tumors of different histologies, the adoptively transferred syngeneic T cells contained greater than 90% CD8 + T cells. No treatment related morbidity or mortalities were documented in those mice that received 5 Gy TBI, up to 2 × 10 7 T cells transduced with either DC101-CD828BBZ or DC101-CD828Z CAR, and high-dose IL-2. Histopathologic analysis of various organs in C57BL/6 mice treated with maximum numbers (2 × 10 7 T cells) of VEGFR-2 CARmodified T cells showed no evidence of treatment related toxicity, despite reports of low levels of VEGFR-2 expression in vascularized tissues, such as kidney (41-43), retina (41), and pancreas (44).
In contrast, severe toxicity was seen in tumor-bearing BALB/c mice treated similarly with 2 × 10 7 DC101-CAR-transduced syngeneic T cells. However, in BALB/c mice with established CT26 or RENCA tumors, comparable antitumor effects were achieved without any treatment related toxicities if the number of administered T cells was reduced to 5 × 10 6 or by administering 2 × 10 7 purified syngeneic CD8 + T cells transduced with DC101-CAR (Supplemental Figure  4A ). Histopathologic analysis of BALB/c mice treated with 2 × 10 7 DC101-CAR-transduced T cells and IL-2 revealed findings characteristic of cytokine-induced hypotension, including multifocal mild coagulation necrosis in the liver, mild hepatic pericholangitis, and pulmonary perivasculitis and villous atrophy, villous blunting, and crypt epithelial hyperplasia of the small intestine and colon. No abnormalities in the gross appearance of the heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, spleen, pancreas, uterus, ovaries, or brain were seen.
The differences in toxicity seen in C57BL/6 mice compared with those in BALB/c mice were apparently due to the increased numbers of CD4 + T cells present in the final cell product used in adoptive transfer. Although the CD3 + T cells obtained from BALB/c spleens were cultured similarly to those of the C57BL/6 mice, the final BALB/c cell product (cultured for 5-6 days) contained approximately 60% CD8 + T cells and 40% CD4 + T cells at the time of adoptive transfer. No toxicity was seen in BALB/c mice (in 3 independent experiments, involving 15 tumor-bearing mice) treated with reduced numbers of unseparated T cells (5 × 10 6 ) or 2 × 10 7 purified CD8 + T cells transduced with DC101-CAR, while mice receiving 2 × 10 7 DC101-CAR-modified T cells, containing both CD8 + T cells (~60%) and CD4 + (~40%) T cells, showed morbidity and mortality in the same experiment, as shown in Supplemental Figure 4A . These findings were further evaluated in B16 tumor-bearing C57BL/6 mice, in which morbidity and mortalities were evidenced if the mice were treated with purified CD4 + T cells
Figure 3
Primary mouse T cells modified to express VEGFR-2 CAR specifically lyse mouse cells expressing VEGFR-2. Primary mouse T cells, mock transduced with an empty or CAR-expressing retroviral vector as indicated in the figure, were incubated with the target cells shown in the figure at varying effector-to-target (E/T) ratios, and cell lysis was determined by using the standard Cr 51 release assay. Each data point reflects the mean of triplicates.
transduced with VEGFR-2 CAR or 2 × 10 7 T cells containing a 1:1 mixture of 1 × 10 7 purified CD8 + and 1 × 10 7 CD4 + T cells, both transduced with CAR. Whereas, effective tumor treatment was achieved with no adverse effects in mice treated with either 2 × 10 7 unseparated CD3 + T cells (>90% CD8 + T cells) or purified CD8 + T cells transduced with VEGFR-2 CAR (Supplemental Figure 4B) .
Importantly, in multiple experiments, treatment of non-tumorbearing BALB/c or C57BL/6 mice with 2 × 10 7 CAR-transduced T cells containing equal numbers of CD4 + and CD8 + T cells was well tolerated, with no adverse effect or toxicities (data not shown). Taken together, these findings suggest that the cause of these toxicities observed with the adoptively transferred VEGFR-2 CARtransduced T cells was restricted to the CD4 + T cell recognition of the target antigen VEGFR-2 in the tumor vascular network and subsequent downstream molecular events, rather than their offtarget cell-mediated cytotoxicities to normal vessels or tissues.
Construction and testing of retroviral vectors expressing CAR against human KDR. We next explored the translation of our preclinical
findings to the treatment of human tumors. We constructed a set of recombinant retroviral vectors expressing CAR against the human VEGFR-2 (KDR). The first KDR-CAR vector, referred to as KDR1121-hCD828BBZ, was composed of a ScFv derived from a fully human antibody, KDR1121 (45), specific to the human KDR antigen linked to the hinge and transmembrane sequences from the human CD8α, which was in turn fused to the intracellular sequences derived from the human CD28 (CD28), 4-1BB (TNFRSF9), and CD3-z (CD247) genes. A second vector, referred to as KDR1121-hCD28Z, was composed of KDR1121 ScFv linked to the hinge and transmembrane sequences and the intracellular signaling domain of the human CD28 molecule, followed by cytoplasmic sequences from CD3-z. The configuration and components of each of these vectors are illustrated in Figure 8A .
The functional integrity of these KDR-CAR-encoding retroviral vectors was tested in vitro in several assays. Supernatants from gibbon ape leukemia virus-pseudotyped high-titer virus producer cells were used to transduce anti-CD3-activated (OKT3-activated) human PBLs from 3 different donors. The KDR-CAR-encoding retroviral vectors efficiently transduced human CD3 + T cells at a high frequency (85% ± 1.7% and 79% ± 1.5% [mean ± SEM, n = 5] for KDR1121-hCD28Z and KDR1121-hCD828BBZ vectors, respectively). The antitumor effect of DC101-CAR-transduced T cells was cell mediated and not due to an antibody effect. C57BL/6 mice bearing subcutaneous B16-F10 tumors were treated as described in A. One group in this experiment received a single dose of 800 μg/mouse DC101 (orange triangles) or rat IgG1 (purple triangles) antibodies plus rhIL-2. (C) C57BL/6 mice bearing subcutaneous B16-F10 tumors were treated with T cells transduced with DC101-CAR (red triangles) or SP6-CAR vector (blue diamonds), containing intact mouse intracellular signaling sequences, 28BBZ, DC101-CD8 vector that lacked all the signaling domains (purple triangles), or an empty vector (green squares) plus rhIL-2, or were untreated (black circles). (D) C57BL/6 mice bearing B16-F10 tumors were treated with 2 × 10 7 (red triangles), 1 × 10 7 (black triangles), 5 × 10 6 (purple triangles), or 2 × 10 6 (orange triangles) syngeneic T cells transduced with DC101-CD828BBZ plus rhIL-2. Control groups received 2 × 10 7 T cells transduced with an empty vector plus rhIL-2 (green squares), rhIL-2 alone (blue diamonds), or received no treatment (black circles). Each treatment group included a minimum of 5 mice. Serial, blinded tumor measurements were obtained, and the products of perpendicular diameters were plotted ± SEM.
Even though both vectors transduced the human PBLs at a comparable rate, the MFI of CAR expression driven from KDR1121-CD828BBZ vector possessing the 4-1BB signaling sequence was slightly lower (MFI of 160 ± 16 and 123 ± 21 for KDR1121-hCD28Z and KDR1121-hCD828BBZ vectors, respectively, n = 5), as shown in Figure 8B , a result similar to our findings with the DC101-CAR in mouse T cells ( Figure 1B and Supplemental Table 1 ). However, no differences were seen between these 2 KDR-CAR vectors transduced into human T cells when measuring antigen-specific proliferation ( Figure 8C ) and IFN-γ secretion of cells ( Figure  8D ) in response to immobilized KDR protein in vitro.
Next, we tested the ability of KDR-CAR-modified T cells to recognize KDR-positive human cells, as measured by specific IFN-γ secretion. KDR1121-CD828BBZ and KDR1121-CD28Z CAR-transduced PBLs from 3 different donors, at 8 days after transduction, were cocultured for 24 hours with KDR-negative 293 cells or 293-KDR cells, a stable transfectant expressing KDR protein. Both vectors conferred similar levels of specificity and functionality to the transduced human T cells, as evidenced by their ability to specifically recognize only the KDR-expressing 293-KDR cells and not the 293 cells (Figure 8E) . We also determined the activity of KDR1121-CD828BBZ vector-transduced T cells against various primary human cells. A panel of normal primary human endothelial and epithelial cells from different tissue origins, skin-derived fibroblasts, and muscle myoblasts cultured in vitro for a short period, were examined for KDR expression by flow cytometry. The KDR protein was readily detectable only in 293-KDR and cultured primary endothelial cells and not in any of the primary epithelial cells, skin-derived fibroblasts, and myoblasts tested ( Figure 9A ). The intensity of KDR expression was higher in skin-derived human dermal microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC-D) compared with that of lung-derived human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC-L) or HUVECs. Notably, the KDR1121-hCD828BBZ CAR-transduced T cells secreted IFN-γ only in response to KDR-positive endothelial cells, irrespective of their tissue origin, and failed to recognize the other primary cells tested ( Figure 9B ). Consistent with these results, in cytotoxicity assays, the KDR1121-hCD828BBZ and KDR1121-hCD28Z CAR-modified T cells specifically lysed the KDR-positive target cells but not the KDR-negative cell types. Whereas, the mock- or SP6-CAR-transduced T cells were unable to lyse any of the target cells tested ( Figure 9C ).
Discussion
ACT immunotherapy designed to directly target antigens expressed on tumor cells can result in durable objective regression in patients with metastatic melanoma (32) (33) (34) (35) . Despite its demonstrated effectiveness in experimental mouse tumor models and in humans, the clinical application of ACT is limited because of the need to identify antigens with highly selective expression in cancer, escape of tumor cells from immune destruction by antigen modulation, decreased MHC expression by tumor cells, lack of costimulatory molecule expression on tumors, and other immunosuppressive mechanisms at the tumor site that impede extravasation and survival of T cells and dampening immune responses (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) . Antiangiogenic approaches can potentially overcome many of these tumor-specific factors, though the cytostatic nature of the available treatments and the redundancy of angiogenic pathways have limited its effectiveness (10, 51) . Redirecting immune cells to target tumor vasculature offers an alternative to overcome the obstacles confronting both conventional tumor-specific immunotherapy and the use of cytostatic antiangiogenic inhibitors, because of the potent effector functions of activated lymphocytes and the consistent expression of VEGFR-2 on tumor vasculature.
Prior attempts to combine immunotherapy and antiangiogenic therapy have largely involved attempts to directly immunize mice against tumor antigens, in conjunction with the administration of antiangiogenic agents (52, 53) , or to directly immunize against receptors on tumor vasculature (20, (22) (23) (24) (25) 54) . The modest results in these studies largely resulted from the inability to adequately immunize the host against self-expressed tumors or vascular determinants. An alternate approach, using the combination of multiple infusions of cytotoxic T cells engineered to express VEGF sequences fused to intracellular signaling chains plus the administration of a conventional angiogenesis inhibitor TNP-470, delayed tumor growth in vivo in tumor models in mice (51).
Figure 5
Adoptive transfer of multiple doses of DC101-CAR-transduced mouse T cells effectively controlled the tumor growth and increased the survival of tumor-bearing mice. Mice bearing established subcutaneous B16 or MCA205 tumors were sublethally irradiated at 5 Gy TBI and injected with a single dose of 2 × 10 7 DC101-CD28BBZ-transduced (red triangles) or empty vector-transduced (green squares) syngeneic mouse T cells, in conjunction with rhIL-2. Some groups received 3 sequential doses of 5 × 10 6 DC101-CAR-transduced (black triangles) or empty vector-transduced (blue squares) T cells at 7-to 10-day intervals and 2 daily doses of rhIL-2 for 3 days following cell transfer. The control group did not receive T cells or rhIL-2 (black circles). Each treatment group included a minimum 5 of mice. Serial, blinded tumor measurements were obtained, and the products of perpendicular diameters were plotted ± SEM.
Here we have developed a cytotoxic ACT strategy to selectively destroy the tumor vasculature by using genetically modified T cells expressing a CAR against VEGFR-2, a signaling receptor that is overexpressed on tumor vascular endothelial cells. These cells are thought to be genetically stable nonmalignant cells and, unlike tumor cells, are unlikely to mutate into drug-resistant or antigenloss variants (55, 56) . The non-MHC-restricted antigen recognition potential of T cells expressing CARs could provide an opportunity to treat cancer patients independent of their HLA status.
We demonstrated a high frequency of transduction and a high level of expression of these transduced CARs in mouse and human T cells. These cells generated specific immune responses, upon stimulation by their predefined target antigen in vitro, that was highly correlated with the level of expression of VEGFR-2 on target cells. Mouse lymphocytes bearing a VEGFR-2-specific CAR were effective in treating all 5 vascularized syngeneic tumors of diverse histological origins tested, including the B16 melanoma, the MC38 colon adenocarcinoma, and the MCA-205 sarcoma in C57BL/6 mice as well as the CT26 colon carcinoma and the Renca renal cell carcinoma in BALB/c mice. The antitumor effect of VEGFR-2 targeting CAR-transduced T cells was strictly dependent on the presence of the intracellular T cell signaling domains in the CAR configuration, which provided evidence that the antitumor effect was cell mediated rather than solely an antibody-mediated cytotoxicity.
The antitumor effect of VEGFR-2 CAR appeared to be mediated through the destruction of VEGFR-2-expressing cells in the tumor vasculature and not due to their direct cytotoxicity on the tumor itself. The B16-F10 melanoma used in this study was negative for VEGFR-2 protein expression both in the cultured cell line (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 1A ) and in the established tumors derived from these cells in vivo in mice (Supplemental Figure  2 , A and B) as previously reported (24, 54) . Furthermore, the CARmodified T cells failed to generate antigen-specific IFN-γ response and lytic activity against B16-F10 melanoma cells in vitro. Our efforts to date to directly observe the in vivo destruction of tumor vasculature through measurements of micro vessel density have been unsuccessful (our unpublished observations) due to the extensive tumor necrosis resulting from our treatment. However, other mechanisms are possible, including the release of cytotoxic or inhibitory cytokines; elimination of stromal cells, such as the myeloid suppressor cells and regulatory T cells, in the milieu of the tumor neovascular network, which are known to express VEGFR-2 (57, 58); and/or interference with the incorporation of new endothelial cells into the vascular network. Further, the CAR-transduced cells selectively localized to the tumor vasculature rather than infiltrated into the tumor parenchyma at the times tested, as shown in Figure 7D . Although direct cross-presentation and priming of tumor-associated antigens was not checked directly, we did note that splenocytes of CAR-treated mice tested 30 days after treatment did develop low levels of reactivity against the B16-F10 tumor cells pulsed with gp100 peptide. This, however, could be due to the immunogenic effect of tumor eradication because of the CAR treatment. The in vivo antitumor activity of DC101-CAR-transduced T cells was directly related to the number of cells administered and was similar when using constructs with or without the addition of the 4-1BB signaling chain, though the presence of this signaling sequence enhanced the persistence of the transferred cells at the tumor site. Similar to the results seen in extensive studies of ACT of the B16 melanoma using TCR transgenic T cells (59) , the antitumor impact of the transferred VEGFR-2 CAR-transduced T cells was enhanced by the concomitant administration of IL-2. In contrast to the results reported using transgenic cells (39) , lymphodepletion of the host prior to cell transfer did not appear to be essential for the therapeutic effect of the VEGFR-2 CAR.
Immune-mediated tumor eradication requires the adequate expansion, trafficking, and intra-tumoral activation of tumor antigen-specific T cells at the tumor site. In human clinical trials, in vivo persistence of adoptively transferred T cells was shown to be highly correlated with objective responses in patients treated with either tumor-reactive tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (60) or highly active TCR-engineered PBLs (36, 37) . Suboptimal T cell activation can result in anergy and apoptosis, thereby aborting effective tumor immunity. To overcome these pitfalls, recent efforts have focused on the generation of CARs containing intracellular signaling sequences that provide additional costimulatory signaling in series with the TCR-z chain that could enhance the function of the CAR-modified T cells (61, 62) . Most such extended CAR designs have used the signaling domains of CD28, a T cell costimulatory molecule with important functions in IL-2 production, proliferation, and cell survival of lymphocytes (63) . The addition of CD28 signaling into CARs, along with the TCR-z chain, increased the expression of the CAR in transduced T cells, enhanced the proliferative capacity and IL-2 secretion of CAR-transduced T cells, and improved their in vivo antitumor effect (61, 62, 64-66). Recently several studies have explored the use in CAR of intracellular signaling sequences of 4-1BB, a costimulatory molecule known to promote differentiation and enhance long-term survival as well as cytolytic function of CD8 T cells (67) (68) (69) (70) , in addition to the CD28 and CD3-z signaling sequences. In multiple studies these CAR-transduced T cells were protected from activation-induced cell death and showed enhanced survival, expansion, and cytokine secretion and as well as consistently demonstrating long-term persistence and antitumor effects in vivo when targeting tumor-associated antigens in tumor-bearing mice (61, 66, (71) (72) (73) . In the studies reported here, we documented an increased persistence of T cells transduced with 4-1BB containing DC101-CAR in the tumor compared with cells transduced with a vector lacking 4-1BB. However, their in vivo antitumor effects were comparable.
Most effective tumor immune strategies require both fully armed effector cells and a tumor microenvironment permissive for infiltration of T cells into the tumor. One of the major advantages of the VEGFR-2 CAR approach is the ability to mediate tumor destruction independent of the ability of T cells to extravasate into the tumor site, since the target molecules are present on the surface of the tumor vasculature. Our immunohistochemical studies suggest that the CARtransduced T cells colocalize to the tumor endothelial cells. Several studies have demonstrated that treatment of tumor-bearing mice with angiogenesis inhibitors can enhance lymphocyte trafficking and infiltration into the tumor (53, 74) . The VEGFR-2 CAR-engineered T cells exhibited increased infiltration into the tumor compared with the empty vector-transduced T cells, suggesting that endothelial cell destruction renders the tumor vessels more permissive for extravasation and infiltration of adoptively transferred T cells into the tumor. As some human tumor cells have been reported to express VEGFR-2 on their surface (3, 9, 75) , this may enhance antitumor effects when this approach is translated to the treatment of patients with cancer.
A primary concern of targeting angiogenic receptors is interference with normal angiogenesis or recognition of the low levels of VEGFR-2 on normal vessels (41, 42, 44) . Previous studies reported that active immunization against VEGFR-2 exhibited no toxicity (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) 54) , although caution should be taken in interpreting these reports, since vaccine induced CTLs may be of low avidity due to immunological self-tolerance. The toxicity associated with the administration of large numbers of VEGFR-2 CAR-expressing T cells in BALB/c mice but not in C57BL/6 mice is under study and may be related to the known polarization of BALB/c mice to a Th2 phenotype compared with C57BL/6 mice (76, 77) .
Recently performed pilot clinical studies in patients with metastatic cancer have used CAR-modified T cells targeting tumor antigens (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) . While most of these studies failed to induce any measurable antitumor effect, the safety of this approach was established (78, 81, 82) . However, in one study, patients treated with adoptive transfer of autologous T cells modified with CARs against carbonic anhydrase IX exhibited biliary toxicity due to recognition of this determinant on epithelial cells lining bile ducts (79, 80) . In a clinical study, individuals with neuroblastoma were treated with genetically engineered Epstein-Barr virus-specific cytotoxic lymphocytes expressing a CAR directed to the disialoganglioside GD2, a nonviral tumor-associated antigen expressed by human neuroblastoma cells, which resulted in tumor regression in a minority of the subjects treated without any reported toxicity (38) .
To translate our findings in the mouse to the treatment of human cancers, we generated recombinant retroviral vectors encoding CARs composed of a fully human ScFv targeted against the human VEGFR-2 antigen and demonstrated their ability to generate targetspecific immune responses in vitro. The VEGFR-2 CAR-transduced human T cells did not recognize normal primary human epithelial cells in in vitro assays. Taken together, this preclinical study provides a rationale for the translation of VEGFR-2 CAR-transduced cells for the treatment of human cancer, and we are currently generating a good manufacturing practice-quality retrovirus encoding anti-human VEGFR-2 for use in these studies.
Methods
Mice. Inbred female C57BL/6 mice were purchased from the National Cancer Institute-Frederick Cancer Research and Development Center (NCIFrederick). BALB/c mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. All animal studies were performed in accordance with the Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines of the NIH and were conducted under protocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the NCI.
Cell culture. The murine tumor lines used in this study were B16-F10 (melanoma), MCA-205 (sarcoma), MC38 (colon adenocarcinoma), MB49 (bladder carcinoma), MC17-51 (sarcoma), CT26 (colon carcinoma), RENCA (renal carcinoma), 4T1 (mammary adenocarcinoma), C-1498 (myeloid leukemia), EL-4 (lymphoma), and NIH-3T3 (mouse embryonic fibroblast). B16-F10, MCA205, MC38, and NIH-3T3 cells were obtained from the cell culture depository of the Surgery Branch, NCI. CT26 and RENCA cells were obtained from Jonathan Weiss (NCI-Frederick). SVEC4-10EHR1, MS1, and SVR transformed mouse endothelial cell lines were purchased from ATCC. eBEND.3 is also a transformed mouse endothelial cell line (provided by Frank Cuttita, Angiogenesis Core Facility, NCI, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA). MB49-Flk1 and NIH3T3-Flk1 cells stably expressing mouse VEGFR-2 protein were generated in our laboratory by transducing the MB49 and NIH-3T3 cell lines with a VSV-G pseudotyped lentiviral vector encoding full-length mouse VEGFR-2 (ref. 44 [provided by Lena Claesson-Welsh, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden]).
PBLs used in this study were cryopreserved PBMCs obtained by leukapheresis of the blood of metastatic melanoma patients treated at the Surgery Branch, NCI. Any patient-derived material used in this study was received after obtaining informed consent and was approved by the Institutional Review Board of NCI. The following normal primary human cells used in this study were procured from Lonza Walkersville Inc. All the mouse tumor lines described above were maintained in R10 (RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin; all from Invitrogen Corp.). All the mouse endothelial cell lines (NIH-3T3, 293, 293-KDR, 293GP, PG13, and Phoenix Eco cells) were maintained in D10 (DMEM [Invitrogen Corp.] supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin). All the primary human cells were maintained in their respective culture media purchased from Lonza Walkersville Inc. Mouse T cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 containing 10% heatinactivated FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 0.05 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM MEM non-essential amino acids, 1 mM pyruvate, and 2 nM l-glutamine (all from Invitrogen Corp) and 30 IU/ml of rhIL-2 (Chiron). Primary human lymphocytes were cultured in culture medium containing 50% RPMI 1640, 50% AIM-V medium, and 0.05 mM mercaptoethanol (all from Invitrogen Corp.), 10% heat-inactivated human AB serum (Gemini Bio-Products), and 300 IU/ml rhIL-2. All the cells were cultured at 37°C under 5% CO2 and 95% humidity.
Construction of MSGV retroviral vectors encoding CARs. The CAR constructs used in this study are schematically illustrated in Figure 1A and Figure 6A , and the order of placement of various signaling domains in different CAR constructs is described in the corresponding figure legends. The DC101-CD828BBZ CAR comprising a ScFv against mouse VEGFR-2, referred as DC101 ScFv, derived from DC101 antibody, a rat anti-mouse IgG against mouse VEGFR-2 (Imclone Systems Inc.) linked in-frame to the hinge and transmembrane regions of the mouse CD8α chain (nucleotide sequence 580-795 corresponds to Genbank NM 001081110), which in turn fused to the mouse intracellular signaling sequences derived from mouse CD28 (nucleotide sequence 618-740 corresponds to Genbank NM 007642), 4-1BB (nucleotide sequence 779-913 corresponds to Genbank J04492), and CD3-z (nucleotide sequence 313-635 corresponds to Genbank NM 001113391) molecules. The DC101-CD828Z construct has the same components in similar configuration and order, except that it lacked the 4-1BB signaling domain. In the DC101-CD8 construct, only the DC101 ScFv and the hinge and transmembrane sequences of mouse CD8α were included. The SP6-CD828BBZ (SP6-CAR) construct is similar to that of DC101-CD828BBZ CAR, except that the DC101 ScFv was replaced with a SP6 ScFv. It recognizes a hapten 2, 4, 6-trinitrophenyl (TNP). MSGV vector encoding the SP6-CAR or an empty MSGV vector not carrying a transgene were used as control vectors in this study.
A full-length 806-bp DC101 ScFv was constructed using the polymerase chain amplification and assembly technique as follows. The coding sequences for variable regions of heavy (VH) and light chains (VL) were amplified separately and recombined using a linker by subsequent PCR reaction. The first set of PCR reactions were performed to amplify the leader sequence (LS) and the VH and also the VL. The plasmids DC101 HC (clone 8.6) pCR2.1-TOPO and DC101 LC (clone 3.2) pCR2.1-TOPO, containing the heavy and light chain coding sequences, respectively, of the DC101 antibody (provided by Dale Ludwig, Imclone Systems Inc.), were used as templates in the first PCR reactions to generate the LS plus VH and VL components of DC101 ScFv. The heavy chain forward primer (heavy forward, 5′-TCGCTCGAGGCCGCCACCATGGGATGGTCAT-3′) was designed to span through the 5′ end of the heavy chain LS and contains an XhoI site at its 5′ end (underlined text). The light chain reverse primer (VL reverse, 5′-TCGGCGGCCGCTTTCAGTTCCAGCTTGGTCCCAGC-3′) contains a NotI site (underlined text) at its 3′ end. The light chain forward primer (VL forward, 5′-CTGGGAAGCCGGGTTCTGGTGAGGGTTCTGA-CATTGTGCTGACCCAGTCTCCT-3′) was designed to include part of the 218-linker sequence and is compatible with the heavy chain reverse primer (VH reverse, 5′-ACCAGAACCCGGCTTCCCAGATCCAGATGTAGACCCT-GAGGAGACTGTGACCATGACTCC-3′). In the second PCR reaction, the first PCR products - the heavy chain LS plus VH and VL fragments - were assembled and amplified using the heavy forward and VL reverse primer set, which resulted in the final DC101 ScFv fragment. The synthesized DC101 ScFv DNA fragments were sequence confirmed.
The nucleotide sequences of mouse CD8α hinge and transmembrane regions and the intracellular signaling domains of mouse CD28, 4-1BB, and CD3-z described earlier were assembled in-frame in order to produce 2 different configurations referred to as CD828BBZ or CD828Z. Both of these fragments were designed to have a Not I site at 5′ end and the SalI and BamH1 sites at 3′ end and were synthesized by GeneArt AG. The plasmids encoding these sequences were digested with NotI and BamHI restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs) and ligated individually into the similarly digested MSGV vector plasmid described previously (66) . This subcloning step created 2 interim retroviral constructs, namely MSGV-4D5-CD828BBZ and MSGV-4D5-CD828Z. To generate the DC101-CAR-encoding retroviral vectors MSGV-DC101-CD828BBZ (referred to as DC101-CD828BBZ) and MSGV-DC101-CD828Z (referred to as DC101-CD828Z), the XhoI- and NotI-digested DC101 ScFv fragment was directly ligated into the MSGV-4D5-CD828BBZ and MSGV-4D5-CD828Z plasmids, replacing the 4D5 fragment.
To generate a MSGV-DC101-CD8 (referred to as DC101-CD8), the DC101-CD8 nucleotide sequence was amplified from the MSGV-DC101-CD828Z plasmid by PCR reaction, using the primer set heavy forward and a reverse primer ACGGTCGACTTATCGGCTCCTGTGGTAGCAGATGA, which contains a TAA stop codon, followed by a SalI restriction site (underlined text). The PCR product was digested with XhoI and SalI and ligated into a similarly digested MSGV-DC101-CD828Z plasmid, replacing the DC101CD828Z fragment. The MSGV-SP6CD828BBZ CAR (referred to as SP6-CD828BBZ or SP6-CAR) was created as follows. The SP6 ScFv fragment was PCR amplified from a plasmid encoding the SP6-ScFv (83), using the primers SP6 forward, 5′-TCGCTCGAGCTCTAGACCGC-CATGGATTTTCAG-3′, which contains a XhoI site (underlined text), and SP6 reverse, 5′TCGGCGGCCGCGGTGACCGTAGTTCCTTGGCCC-3′, which contains a NotI site (underlined text). A plasmid encoding the SP6 ScFv was provided by Z. Eshhar (Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel). The PCR product was then digested with XhoI and NotI enzymes and cloned into the similarly digested MSGV-DC101-CD828BBZ plasmid replacing the DC101 ScFv.
The human VEGFR-2-specific (KDR-specific) ScFv was derived from KDR-1121 antibody, a fully human IgG against human KDR protein, referred to as KDR1121-ScFv. The amino acid sequences of KDR-1121 VL and VH were derived from a published report (45) . The KDR ScFv containing the mouse immunoglobulin κ chain LS, followed by the codon optimized VL and VH sequences derived from KDR-1121 antibody, linked by the 218 linker, was designed and synthesized using a web-based DNA codon optimization algorithm (84) , using the primers generated by UpGene (http://www.vectorcore.pitt.edu/upgene/upgene.html) (Supplemental Figure 5) . The synthesized KDR1121 ScFv DNA fragments were sequence confirmed and subcloned in-frame into the MSGV retroviral vector containing the human CD28 hinge and transmembrane sequences linked to the human CD28 and CD3-z intracellular signaling moieties described previously (65) to generate the MSGV-KDR1121-CD28Z vector. To obtain the MSGV-KDR1121-CD28BBZ vector, the KDR1121 ScFv was cloned inframe into a similar MSGV vector (66) , containing the hinge and transmembrane sequences of human CD8α chain linked to the cytoplasmic signaling domains of human CD28, 4-1BB, and CD3-z molecules, using the standard molecular biology techniques. The sequence integrity of all the vectors described in this paper was confirmed by DNA sequencing. All the molecular constructs were cloned into a retroviral vector (MSGV) containing a murine stem cell virus long-terminal repeat (known to be relatively resistant to in vivo silencing), incorporating the splicing and optimized the start codon of the MFG design of vectors described previously (85) .
Retrovirus production. Retroviral vector supernatant was produced from stable packaging cell lines or by transient transfection. To generate stable packaging cell lines for retroviral vectors encoding MSGV-DC101-CD828BB or MSGV-DC101-CD828Z, 9 μg of the plasmid DNA of each of these retroviral vector plasmid DNAs were transfected individually into PG13 cells, using the Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent (Invitrogen Corp.). Supernatant from these transfected cells was harvested 48 hours later and used to transduce Phoenix Eco cells in the presence of 8 μg/ml protamine sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich). The transduction was repeated the next day, and 16 hours later, transduced Phoenix Eco cells were subjected to limiting dilution cloning. Clones were expanded and high-titer clones were selected by the dot-blot titration method, as described previously (86) . Retroviral supernatants from these stable producer clones were used to transduce mouse T cells in subsequent experiments. Retroviruses encoding the empty vector, DC101-CD8, or SP6-CAR, described in this study, were produced transiently. To generate transient viral supernatant, 293GP cells were cotransfected with retroviral vector plasmid and an ecotropic envelope encoding plasmid (Clontech) using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen Corp.). Supernatants containing the retrovirus were collected 48 hours later and used to transduce mouse T cells. PG13-based stable high-titer packaging cell clones for retroviral vectors encoding MSGV-KDR1121-CD828BBZ and MSGV-KDR1121-CD828Z were generated, as described previously (87) , and supernatants from these stable producer clones were used to transduce human T cells.
Retroviral transduction of mouse and human T cells. To obtain mouse T lymphocytes, spleens obtained from 8- to 10-week-old mice were crushed through a 40-μm cell strainer (BD Biosciences) and subjected to red blood cell lysis. CD3 + T cells were purified by using the Dynal Mouse T cell Negative Isolation Kit (Invitrogen Corp.). Mouse T cells were stimulated for 24 hours in culture media in the presence of 30 IU/ml rhIL-2, 2 μg/ml ConA (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1 ng/ml recombinant mouse IL-7 (R&D Systems) prior to transduction and thereafter maintained in the culture media containing 30 IU/ml rhIL-2 alone. (83) . In some experiments, CD8 + and CD4 + mouse T cells were purified using Dynal-negative CD8 + or CD4 + T cell enrichment kit prior to transductions with retroviral vectors. The human PBLs were cultured as described previously (87) . Both the mouse and human lymphocytes were transduced with retroviral vectors, using a similar transduction protocol as that described previously (83) .
Detection of CAR expression on transduced T cells. Expression of DC101-CAR and KDR-CAR on retrovirally transduced mouse and human T cells, respectively, was detected by indirect immunofluorescence with soluble mouse or human VEGFR-2-hIgG.Fc fusion protein (R&D Systems), followed by staining with a PE-labeled goat anti-human IgG.Fc (α-hIgG.Fc) antibody (eBioscience). Expression of SP6-CAR on transduced CD8 + mouse T cells was detected as described previously (87) . Mouse and human T cells were costained with allophycocyanin-labeled (APC-labeled) anti-mouse CD8 or anti-human CD3 antibodies (both from BD Pharmingen), respectively. Aliquots of cells stained with BSA (Sigma-Aldrich) and PE-labeled α-hIgG.Fc antibody served as controls to determine the specificity of CAR staining and the MFI of its expression on transduced T cells by FACS. For analysis, the relative log fluorescence of live cells was determined using a FACSCalibur flow cytometer, equipped with CellQuest software (BD Biosciences).
Generation of mouse cell lines stably expressing mouse VEGFR-2. The lentiviral vector expressing the full-length coding region of mouse VEGFR-2 fused to the EGFP, referred to as pFUGIE-Flk1, was a gift from Lena Claesson-Welsh (Uppsala University). MB49 and NIH-3T3 mouse cell lines were transduced with a vesicular stomatitis virus G protein-pseudotyped pFUGIE-Flk1 vector at a multiplicity of infection of 10 in the presence of 10 μg/ml protamine sulfate. After 2 passages, the EGFP-positive cells were sorted by FACS, using a FACSVantage SE machine with FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences).
Detection of VEGFR-2 expression on mouse and human cells. Detection of cell surface expression of endogenous or transgenically expressed VEGFR-2 protein on various mouse cell lines was achieved by using 3-step indirect immunofluorescence staining protocol. Briefly, cells were harvested (adherent cells were harvested using a cell scraper [Corning Incorporated] and washed in FACS buffer [PBS containing 1% FBS]) and resuspended in FACS buffer. Aliquots of 5 × 10 5 cells were incubated with 1 μg recombinant DC101 antibody for 45 minutes at 4°C. Cells were then washed twice in FACS buffer and successively incubated with 1 μg soluble mVEGFR-2-hIgG.Fc protein and PE-labeled goat anti-human IgG.Fc antibody each for 30 minutes at 4°C. Cells were then washed and analyzed by flow cytometry. Cells stained similarly, but with rat IgG1 isotype control antibody instead of DC101 antibody in the first incubation step of the protocol, served as control. VEGFR-2 expression on various mouse cell lines was also determined by FACS using the PE-labeled rat anti-mouse antibody against the mouse VEGFR-2 (BD Biosciences), following the manufacture's instructions. Expression of VEGFR-2 (KDR) on human 293, 293-KDR, and various primary human cells was determined by staining them with PE-labeled mouse anti-human VEGFR-2 antibody (R&D Systems), following the manufacturer's instructions. Cells stained with PE-labeled mouse IgG1 (R&D Systems) were used as controls to determine the specificity of KDR staining. Flow cytometry acquisition was performed with a FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Data were acquired and analyzed using CellQuest software (BD Biosciences). A combination of forward angle light scatter and propidium iodide staining was used to gate out dead cells. The specificity of VEGFR-2 staining and the MFI of its expression on various cell types was determined using respective cell types stained with PE-conjugated isotype control antibody.
FACS analysis of various cell surface markers and chemokine receptors on mouse T cells. Enriched splenic CD3 + T cells were transduced with the various retroviral vectors. Five days after transduction, cells were costained with APC-conjugated hamster anti-mouse CD3 antibody (BD Biosciences) and one of the following antibodies labeled with PE: rat anti-mouse CD62L (BD Biosciences), rat anti-CCR7 (BD Biosciences), mouse anti-mouse CCR9 (eBioscience), hamster anti-mouse CXCR3 (eBioscience), and rat anti-mouse CXCR4 (BD biosciences). Cells were stained with the indicated antibodies, as recommended by the manufacturers, and analyzed by FACS. Aliquots of cells stained with relevant fluorochrome-labeled species and isotype-specific control antibodies were used to determine the specificity of staining and the MFI of its expression. For analysis, the relative log fluorescence of live cells was determined using a FACS Calibur flow cytometer equipped with CellQuest software (BD Biosciences).
Proliferation, IFN-γ release, and cytotoxicity assays. Transduced mouse or human T cells were tested for specific reactivity against plate-bound VEGFR-2 protein as well as target cells expressing VEGFR-2 in proliferation and IFN-γ release assays. Untreated microtiter plates were coated individually with 5 μg/ml BSA, 5 μg/ml soluble mouse or human VEGFR-2-hIgG.Fc fusion protein, 2 μg/ml of a purified anti-mouse CD3 antibody (clone 145-2C11, BD Pharmingen), or 2 μg/ml OKT3 (Orthoclone) diluted in PBS for 3 hours at 37°C. Mouse T cells and human PBLs, 4 or 8 days after transduction, respectively, were plated at 10 5 cells per well on antigen-coated microtiter plates or cocultured with species-specific target cells in 200 μl culture volume. Cell proliferation was determined after 3 days of culture by tritiated thymidine incorporation assay. Culture supernatants harvested at 24 to 48 hours after culture were assayed for IFN-γ using commercially available ELISA kits (Pierce-Endogen). The cytotoxicity of T cells against tumor target cells was measured using a 51 Cr release assay (66) . Maximal release was calculated after incubating target cells in 1% Triton X-100. In some experiments, target cells were incubated with 10 μg/ml of the rat IgG1, DC101 (rat anti-mouse VEGFR-2), or the goat anti-mouse VEGFR-1 (R&D Systems) antibodies at 37°C for 1 hour prior to coculture with the effector T cells. Supernatants were harvested 24 hours later and assessed for IFN-γ by ELISA. The assays were performed in triplicate wells and values are represented as mean ± SEM.
Tumor models and adoptive transfer. At 6 to 7 weeks of age, mice were injected subcutaneously with 5 × 10 5 syngeneic tumor cells, and 10-12 days later, mice were treated with i.v. adoptive transfer of 2 × 10 7 or indicated numbers of syngeneic CD3 + mouse T cells transduced with various retroviral vectors. Starting volumes of tumors ranged from 30 to 80 mm 2 . Unless indicated otherwise, lymphopenia was induced by nonmyeloablative (5 Gy) TBI of mice on the day of adoptive transfer. Cell transfer in mice occurred concomitantly with i.p. injection of rhIL-2 (100,000 CU/dose/mouse), twice a day, with at least a 6- to 8-hour interval, for 3 days. If indicated, B16-F10 tumor-bearing mice were injected i.p. with a single dose of recombinant DC101 antibody or rat IgG1, both at 800 μg/dose/mouse in 500 μl PBS (Invitrogen Corp.). All experiments were performed independently, at least twice with similar results, in a double-blinded, randomized fashion. Each treatment group included a minimum of 5 mice. Serial, blinded tumor measurements were obtained, and the products of perpendicular diameters were plotted ± SEM. Statistics on tumor growth inhibition were calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, based on linear slopes of the tumor growth curves at each data point. P values of 0.05 or lower were considered significant.
Evaluation of in vivo persistence of adoptively transferred T cells. Spleens and tumors from 3 mice in treatment groups were harvested at the indicated time points, and single cell suspensions were made by crushing the tissues through a 40-μm cell strainer. Splenocytes were obtained after red cell lysis, and lymphocytes were further separated from the tumor cell suspensions by density gradient centrifugation using Lympholyte-M (Cedarlane Laboratories). The phenotype of cell preparations was determined by direct staining of cells with APC-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD3 and PE-labeled mouse anti-rat Thy1.1 antibody (both from BD Pharmingen). Aliquots of cells were stained with relevant isotype control antibodies to determine the specificity of staining. The percentage of viable CD3 + Thy1.1 + cells in the lymphocyte-gated population of the tumor cell preparations and all the viable cell populations of splenocytes was determined by FACS.
Immunofluorescent microscopy. For immunofluorescence study, B16-F10 tumors were excised and embedded in OCT media (Tissue-Tek). Cryostat sections (8 to 10 μm) were prepared on silanated glass slides, fixed in cold acetone for 10 minutes, blocked with 2.5% normal goat serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc.) for 30 minutes, and incubated overnight at 4°C with the following primary antibodies: purified rat anti-mouse CD31 or isotype (MEC 13.3 and R35-95; BD Biosciences), biotinylated mouse antiThy1.1 or isotype (OX-7 and MOPC-31C; BD Biosciences), or combinations of anti-CD31 and anti-thy1.1 or isotype controls. Secondary immunofluorescent labeling of the Thy1.1 and CD31 antigens was performed with Fluoresceinconjugated (DTAF-conjugated) streptavidin for 30 minutes or Cy-5-conjugated goat anti-rat IgG F(ab′)2 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc.) for 60 minutes at room temperature. For CD31 and Thy1.1 dual labeling, streptavidin-DTAF incubation was performed first, followed by Cy-5-conjugated goat anti-rat incubation. To determine the coexpression of CD31 and VEGFR-2 on tumor vessels, B16-F10 tumor sections were costained with FITC-labeled rat anti-mouse CD31 antibody (MEC 13.3, BD) and PE-labeled rat anti-mouse VEGFR-2 (AVAS 12α1) or respective fluorochrome-conjugated isotype control antibody rat IgG2a, k (all from BD Biosciences) for 30 minutes. Slides were mounted with DAPI containing mounting media (Prolong Gold, antifade reagent with DAPI; Invitrogen Corp.). Tumor sections were evaluated for Thy1.1 + lymphocytic infiltration, CD31, and VEGFR-2 expression on vessels by using an Olympus IX51/IX71 epifluorescence inverted microscope (Olympus), and the images were digitally captured using an Olympus IRDP71 digital camera and analyzed using DP-BSW software (Olympus).
Statistics. The statistical significance of tumor growth inhibition between the experimental groups was calculated using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, based on linear slopes of the tumor growth curves at each data point. P values of 0.05 or lower were considered significant.
